Landon IP has been providing high-quality, accurate intellectual property translations since 1986. We specialize in patent texts, technical references, and the legal correspondence surrounding patent applications. This focus allows us to bring unparalleled accuracy and insight to the translation of your critical documents.
Patent translation carries high stakes. That’s why it should only be entrusted to a specialist. Landon IP has years of experience specializing in patent application translations.

Poor quality translation of a patent application can result in narrowed scope, unenforceable patents and invalidated claims. Landon IP has a uniquely qualified team that combines expertise in patent law, technical arts, and translation to provide you with the highest quality patent application translations to help avoid negative outcomes. These may include:

- An application being rejected, incurring additional fees and legal costs. Landon IP’s translation services team specializes in patents and patent applications, so we get it right the first time, every time.
- Limiting or even eliminating the protection you thought you had due to a poor translation of just one key word or phrase, and possibly exposing you to costly litigation.

Unlike a general translation provider, Landon IP’s expert patent translators know how to help you avoid these risks and ensure that your patent rights are properly protected in other countries.

You invest thousands to have a patent text crafted with just the right amount of protection. It takes a specialist to reproduce that delicate balance in another language.

Your Trusted Provider for All Patent-Related Translations

Accurately translated intellectual property documents support many critical legal and business decisions. Whatever your needs, Landon IP has you covered with the expertise of our professional native-speaker translators and technology specialists. In addition to patent applications, we translate the full range of IP documents, including, but not limited to:

- Patent file histories
- Prior art of any kind, such as:
  - Published patents
  - Technical literature, e.g., journal articles or technical manuals
- Office actions
- Appeals/responses to opposition
- Licensing agreements
- Discovery materials
- Complaints and exhibits
Unlike general translation providers, Landon IP meets your translation needs with combined expertise in translation, patents and patent law, and all major technology disciplines. Our specialization in intellectual property means enhanced quality and peace of mind.

Translation Expertise
All of Landon IP’s patent translators are tested and approved through our stringent linguist certification and selection process. They are not only tested for linguistic ability, but also for their knowledge of patent law and specific technical knowledge. Many of our translators have PhDs in the subject field concerned, and we carefully match translators’ expertise with the requirements of each project.

We handle all major languages and regularly translate into and from all languages commonly used in the IP world. We also perform translation involving less frequently requested language pairs on request.

Quality Procedures
Our patent translation process exceeds quality standards as defined by the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the European Committee for Standardization (CEN). All of our linguists only translate into their native language, and all translations are independently reviewed and approved (source-to-target) by a second, equally qualified translator, before being returned to the original translator for final review and approval of the changes.

Technical Expertise
Landon IP is not just a translation provider: the company also has a vast wealth of in-house expertise that it draws on in the form of our multilingual team of over 140 patent analysts, who we engage for vetting new translators and for providing terminology support during translation. Where appropriate, we use our QuadCheck™ process, whereby review by a bilingual analyst is formally incorporated into the workflow to ensure that the resulting translation meets the technical requirements of their field.

Project Management
Landon IP partners with you to determine the exact approach and level of service you need to meet your business and legal objectives. Our expert translation project managers act as a single point of contact from start to finish, establishing your needs, tailoring a project plan to meet them, and identifying exactly the right resources to help you achieve your goals.
Patent Lifecycle
Landon IP’s Legal and Business Support Services

Your Single Source

Research & Development
- Technology Landscapes
- State of the Art Searches
- Freedom to Operate Searches
- IP Data Analytics
- Risk & Opportunity Assessment
- IP Information Research

Patent Prosecution
- Pre-Filing Services
  - Pre-Filing Searches
  - Patentability Searches
  - Accelerated Examination Searches
  - State of the Art Searches
  - Technical Literature Retrieval
- Prosecution Services
  - Invention Disclosure Drafting
  - Document Certification
  - Document Legalization
  - Patent File Histories
  - Problem Solving at Patent Authorities

Post-Grant Services
- Problem Solving at Patent Authorities
- Patent File Histories
- Patent Proofreading

Portfolio Management
- Portfolio Organization
- Technology Landscapes
- Competitor Analysis
- Benchmarking
- IP Information Research

Opportunity Identification
- Patent-to-Standards Mapping
- Patent Mining
- Evidence of Use Studies
- IP Data Analytics
- Assignment Copies
- Assignee and Title Searches
- Legal Status Check
- IP Information Research

Due Diligence and Deal Services
- Patentability Searches
- Assignment Update and Recordation Services
- IP and Competitive Monitoring Services
- IP and Competitive Monitoring Services
- Portfolio Organization

Language Services
- Patent Application Translation

Patent Resources Group (PRG) Training Services*
- PRG Basic and Intermediate Patent Courses for Engineers, Scientists, and Business Decision Makers
- PRG Patent Bar Prep Courses
- PRG Patent Prosecution Courses
- PRG Courses for Patent Support Personnel
- PRG Post-Grant Patent Practice Courses
- PRG Patent Licensing Courses
- PRG Patent Litigation Courses

* Patent Resources Group, Inc. (PRG) is a CPA Global company and has been the leading educator of patent professionals for over 45 years.

In addition to patent, legal, and technical translations, Landon IP provides other global support services throughout the patent lifecycle, including patent searching, analytics and technology consulting, and information research and document retrieval. Our customers include:

- 58 of the 100 Top Global Innovators
- 30 of the top 100 companies in the Fortune Global 500
- 39 of the top 50 EPO corporate patent applicants
- 88 of the top 100 patent law firms on Intellectual Property Today’s list
- All of the top 10 busiest U.S. patent litigation law firms on Lex Machina’s list

Landon IP is headquartered in Alexandria, Virginia, U.S., just a few blocks from the offices of the USPTO. We also have offices in:

- Southfield, Michigan, U.S.
- London, United Kingdom
- Frankfurt, Germany
- Tokyo, Japan
- Gurgaon, India
- Shanghai, China
- Seoul, Korea

For more information about how Landon IP can help your organization, please contact us at +1 703.486.1150 or mail@landon-ip.com or visit our website at www.landon-ip.com.